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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

PROJECT SCOPE

Between 1994 and 2001, the Nisga’a Tribal Council executed over $1 million worth of stream
restoration projects in the lower Nass River watershed to address damage to salmon habitat
caused by logging activity. Effectiveness evaluations of these works in 2001 and 2005 showed
that the works were effective in providing quality fish habitat and were heavily used by coho
salmon. Despite a generally favourable assessment, the monitoring noted damage to structures
and additional restoration opportunities in Ksemamaith, Ansedagan, and Tributary 3C-1 to
Kwiniak River (LGL, 2006). During the summer of 2006 a construction project was undertaken
to address the restoration opportunities in Ksemamaith Creek and Tributary 3C-1 to Kwiniak
River and provide a brief assessment of the damage to structures in Ansedagan Creek.
Prescriptions for the project sites were prepared by LGL Ltd., funding was provided by the
Pacific Salmon Commission, and the project was administered by Nisga’a Fisheries.
This report provides details of the construction techniques, timing and equipment used during the
summer 2006 construction as well as recommendations for monitoring and future work at the
sites where required.

1.2

PROJECT TEAM

A partnership of Nisga’a Fisheries, LGL Limited and Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd.
completed the project. LGL prepared the prescriptions for work in their report, “Evaluation of
Restoration Works in the Lower Nass Watershed and Development of Remediation and
Additional Restoration Measures, 2005” (LGL, 2006); they also obtained funding from the
Pacific Salmon Commission for Nisga’a Fisheries. Ms. Cheryl Stevens of Nisga’a Fisheries
administered the project and provided two workers for the construction of the LWD structures;
Mr. Simon Gnu and Mr. Simon Haldane. Mr. Terry Morven of Nisga’a Fisheries provided much
needed logistical support including the sourcing of required materials. Northwest Hydraulic
Consultants Ltd. provided technical expertise and construction supervision. Heavy equipment
was supplied by Laxgaltsap Village Government and Gitzyon Contracting.

1.3

PROJECT DOCUMENTATION

Figures 5a-f and 6a-d show the project sites as they were constructed and Tables 1 and 2 list the
materials used in each structure. For monitoring, all structures were photographed as they were
built. These photographs are included in the photograph section following the main body of this
report. The photo captions identify the structures by number, distance, and orientation of view.
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2.

CONSTRUCTION SITES

2.1

KWINIAK RIVER - TRIBUTARY 3C-1

Site Objectives
Tributary 3C-1 is situated on the right bank of Kwiniak River in Reach 3C. The 2006 restoration
section is about 300 m long extending upstream from the mouth to a large opening at a former
beaver pond. The prescribed restoration area was shortened to the first 100 m of the site due to
poor access and smaller flow volumes upstream. LGL (2006) provide the following rationale for
the project in the 2005 monitoring report:
The beaver pond complex attenuates floods and sediment transport to the lower reach
thereby reducing the impact of peak flood discharges on the rates of channel and bank
erosion as well as lateral channel migration and avulsions. Consequently, the reach
downstream of the beaver ponds is relatively stable and provides a moderate to high
likelihood of success from in-stream restoration. The channel morphology is riffle-pool
with gravel and cobble substrate but a lack of functional LWD. It has an average bankfull
width of 7 m and a gradient of 1 to 2%. However, LWD cover and pool habitat is limited
throughout the defined channel portions of the proposed restoration section, which is
presently dominated by riffle and run habitats. Restoration sites previously prescribed in
NLG (2001g) were reviewed in the field and designs for six sites in the more stable
channel section downstream of the beaver pond were prepared. The construction of LWD
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structures will create hydraulic scour and establish distinct pools. The addition of LWD
to the channel will also improve cover for coho and trout rearing in the stream throughout
the year. This reach now has few rearing pools, very few holding pools and very little
large woody debris (LWD).
Following from the LGL report, our objectives for work at this site were to increase hydraulic
diversity in the stream channel, promote local scour and develop deeper pools, and provide cover
to existing pools. Through improved habitat diversity we hope to enhance native salmon, trout
and char rearing habitat in Tributary 3C-1 to Kwiniak River.

Materials, Access and Equipment
The Kwiniak Tributary 3C-1 site was the first restoration site to receive treatment in 2006. The
work site is located about 20 m from Branch 4600 near the 6 km mark of the road. Access to the
stream was created near the downstream end of the site via a switched-back trail across the steep
slope. Materials were moved down to the creek via the trail to the lower three structures and
down a “log-chute” to the upper three structures. The excavator moved between structure
locations along a trail developed on the right floodplain. All trails avoided tall trees and all
coniferous trees where possible. Traversing the right floodplain reduced the footprint of the
project on the stream bed. One creek crossing was required to access structure sites B and 2. The
crossing was made on an existing riffle where water depth was shallow, fry use low, and where
bed material sizes precluded the construction of redds.
A Cat 320C L excavator from Laxgaltsap Village Government was used for the construction,
loading of rock ballast, and for creation of access trails. The excavator was supported by a dump
truck that was used to move boulders from the Ginlulak rock quarry (located about 20 km west of
the site) to the access points on Branch 4600. 32 forty foot and 3 thirty foot logs were purchased
from Lisims Forestry (Mr. Rod Moore) for the six structures; these logs were delivered by a selfloading logging truck from Aqualake Contracting.
In addition to the heavy machinery, the project employed a two-man construction crew that used
hand tools suitable for securing LWDand rock ballast and cutting cable. Chainsaws,
sledgehammers, cable guillotine, ratchets and sockets, staples, cable and cable clamps were all
used in the construction process. A hilti-drill, a ½ inch masonry bit, and epoxy were used to
attach the cable to the ballast rock. All holes were drilled to a depth of 19 to 25 cm.
Table 1 (the Restoration Works Summary table) lists the structures by distance upstream of an
arbitrary 0+000 m mark located at the confluence of Tributary 3C-1 with Kwiniak River. Final
log dimensions used in the construction varies between 6.0 to 9.0 m with diameters ranging from
0.25 to 0.6 m. Ballast consists of boulders with B-axes ranging from 0.8 to 1.8 m. Alder
rootwads from trail construction were added to the structures when available.
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Constructed Works
The following tasks were completed at the site in 2006:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery of ballast and logs;
Drilling of rock ballast and cutting of logs;
Construction of an access trail to the stream sites;
Construction of a chute for delivery of building materials;
Transport of building materials to structure sites;
Placement of six new LWD structures along Tributary 3C-1 to Kwiniak River. The
structures were placed in existing pools to promote scour and add cover; and
Cabling and gluing of these structures to ensure longevity.

Following construction, the access trails were returned to a near pre-construction state by moving
debris onto the trail. No grass seeding was carried out on disturbed areas at the request of Mr.
Warren Fekete of NLG-Forestry who advised that natural regeneration of these areas is preferable
to the introduction of grasses that are not typical to the site.
Figure 4 shows the location of the constructed works along Tributary 3C-1 of Kwiniak River and
Figures 5A to 5F show details of each structure.
For the purpose of re-locating the structures, Latitudes and Longitudes reported to 0.0001 degrees
are provided (approx. nearest 5 m):
Table 3
Kwiniak_A
Kwiniak_1
Kwiniak_B
Kwiniak_2
Kwiniak_C
Kwiniak_D

N55.0462
N55.0461
N55.0460
N55.0459
N55.0457
N55.0454

W-129.3800
W-129.3800
W-129.3796
W-129.3795
W-129.3795
W-129.3795

Modifications to the Prescriptions
The prescription included a total of six LWD structures spanning a distance of about 300 m
upstream from the mouth of Tributary 3C-1. The treatment length of the channel was shortened
during construction to about 100 m due to poor access and smaller water flows in the upstream
section of the site. Instead of six structures in 300 m, the 2006 construction completed all six
structures within the first 100m from the mouth. Structures 1 and 2 were built where prescribed;
Structures A through D were added to existing pools in the downstream end of the site. All
structures were built in existing pools.
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2.2

KSEMAMAITH CREEK

Site Objectives
Ksemamaith Creek has a drainage area of 71 km2 and is located on the left bank of the Nass River
(Figure 2). The 2006 restoration section is about 350 m long extending upstream from the
Nisga’a Highway. Ksemamaith Ceek has a pool-riffle morphology in this section of the creek
with gravel and cobble substrate. The channel lacks functional LWD (LGL, 2006). Historic
riparian logging has greatly reduced the presence of large evergreen trees in the riparian zone
which would typically provide LWD recruitment that would result in cover, natural scour and
diverse fish habitats. Based on budget and time constraints the three structures prescribed for the
creek upstream of 350 m (structures 6, 7, and 8) were not built in 2006. As a result the 2006
construction project built four of the originally prescribed seven structures. All structures were
built to promote local scour and develop deeper pools, and provide cover to existing pools

Materials, Access and Equipment
The Ksemamaith Creek site was the second restoration site to receive treatment in 2006. The
work site is located within 350 m from the Nisga’a Highway but two access points were required.
Access to downstream 2 structure locations was developed from the highway along the right bank
of the creek for a distance of about 100 m. Building materials were delivered to the shoulder of
the highway and then moved down a steep 7 m slope to its base. The excavator then moved the
materials to the desired locations in the stream. Access to the upstream two structures was
developed across the left floodplain of Ksemamaith Creek from the 250 m mark of Branch 4600.
A 200 m long trail was developed from the forestry road to the creek along which materials were
moved by excavator. Like Tributary 3C-1, access trail alignments were laid-out to avoid tall trees
and all coniferous trees where possible. All structures were built from the top of the bank and no
heavy machinery entered the wetted portion of the creek.
A Cat 320C L excavator from Laxgaltsap Village Government was used for the construction,
loading of rock ballast, and for creation of access trails. The excavator was supported by a dump
truck that was used to move boulders from the Ginlulak rock quarry (located about 20 km west of
the site) to the access points on the highway and Branch 4600. 32 forty foot long logs were
purchased from Lisims Forestry (Mr. Rod Moore) for the four structures; these logs were
delivered by a self-loading logging truck from Aqualake Contracting.
In addition to the heavy machinery, the project employed a two-man construction crew that used
hand tools suitable for securing LWDand rock ballast and cutting cable. Chainsaws,
sledgehammers, cable guillotine, ratchets and sockets, staples, cable and cable clamps were all
used in the construction process. A hilti-drill, a ½ inch masonry bit, and epoxy were used to
attach the cable to the ballast rock. All holes were drilled to a depth of 19 to 25 cm.
Table 2 (the Restoration Works Summary table) lists the structures by distance upstream of an
arbitrary 0+000 m mark located at the Ksemamaith Bridge on the Nisga’a Highway. Final log
dimensions used in the construction varies between 6.0 to 9.0 m with diameters ranging from 0.25
to 0.8m. Ballast consists of boulders with B-axes ranging from 1.0 to 1.8 m. Alder rootwads
from trail construction were added to the structures when available.
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Constructed Works
The following tasks were completed at the site in 2006:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery of ballast and logs;
Drilling of rock ballast and cutting of logs;
Construction of an access trail to the structure sites;
Transport of building materials to structure sites;
Placement of four new LWD structures along Ksemamaith Creek in existing pools to
promote scour and add cover;
Cabling and gluing of these structures to ensure longevity.

Following construction, the access trails were returned to a near pre-construction state by moving
debris onto the trail. No grass seeding was carried out on disturbed areas at the request of Mr.
Warren Fekete of NLG-Forestry who advised that natural regeneration of these areas is preferable
to the introduction of grasses that are not typical to the site.
Figure 3 shows the location of the constructed works in Ksemamaith Creek and Figures 6A
through 6D show details of their construction.
For the purpose of re-locating the structures, Latitudes and Longitudes reported to 0.0001 degrees
are provided (approx. nearest 5 m):
Table 4
Ksemamiath_1
Ksemamiath_2
Ksemamiath_3
Ksemamiath_4

N55.0961
N55.0959
N55.0947
N55.0944

W-129.4090
W-129.4090
W-129.4072
W-129.4069

Modifications to the Prescriptions
Seven structures were initially prescribed for Ksemamaith Creek. Of these only four were built in
2006 due to budget and time constraints. In addition to limiting the number of structures the
exact placement of the structures in the stream was slightly modified from those prescribed due to
changes in the stream. All structures were constructed in existing pools where the occurred in
2006.
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2.3

ANSEDAGAN CREEK

Site Observations
Maintenance to an off-channel pond, creation of a log-jam to maintain access into the pond, and
manipulation of a mainstem log jam were prescribed as maintenance works for Ansedagan Creek
in the 2005 LGL Monitoring report. To confirm the channel conditions and the need for
excavation and log-jam manipulations, a brief reconnaissance inspection was made of the
Ansedagan Creek structures. The Ansedagan Creek structures located near the highway were
performing well; only one was not wetted during the inspection (Photo page17:
Struct3DS_Anse_98). The large, channel-spanning log jam did not appear to be blocking
upstream fish-migration and water was flowing under most of the structure; only a small portion
of the log jam near the right bank appeared to be blocked (Photos page16: Struct1DS_Anse_95 &
Struct1DS_Anse_96). Ansedagan Creek has moved away from the alcove pond since the drafting
of the monitoring report. As a result, excavating the alcove does not seem to be warranted at this
time (Photo page17: Chanel_Anse_103).

3.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

All phases of the 2006 instream construction were closely monitored to ensure environmental and
regulatory compliance. Consequently, the 2006 construction was completed with only minor
environmental impacts typical of stream restoration projects. These impacts were confined to the
worksites and access trails. When heavy equipment was within the channel perimeter an
environmental monitor provided by nhc was on-site at all times.

3.1

FISH SALVAGE

All 2006 construction included LWD additions to existing stream channels; therefore, no fry
removal was required. No channel excavation or stream bed manipulation was required for this
project.

3.2

BANK AND RIPARIAN PROTECTION

The instream restoration was designed and conducted in a manner that minimised site disturbance
and maintained bank stability. Removal and disturbance of topsoil, forest cover, and vegetation
adjacent to the creek was kept to a minimum. LWD, rootwads, stumps, rock ballast, and other
materials were moved to the project sites through well-defined access points laid out to on the
shortest route that avoided large conifers and minimise the impact to riparian areas. Existing
roads were used where available.

3.3

SEDIMENT CONTROL AND WATER QUALITY

All 2006 construction included LWD addition to existing stream channels and efforts were made
to avoid any introduction of sediment into the streams; all materials moved into the channel were
clean and free of loose debris and mud. The construction of Structures B and 2 in Tributary 3C-1
required that the excavator cross the stream to work from a gravel bar on the opposite bank. This
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work was limited to a single crossing to limit impact to the existing stream bed. Turbidity created
during this crossing cleared within an hour of completing the work.

3.4

EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY

As a safety precaution, spill kits and first aid kits were on-site at all times. Chainsaws were not
used near the streams; all cutting was done on the road shoulder. Refuelling of the chain saws
and heavy equipment was carried out away from the active channel at all times. Fuel was stored
properly, with no refuelling containers left unattended or unsecured at night. All equipment was
moved well away from the active channel while undergoing maintenance and at night. All heavy
equipment was monitored for leaks throughout construction.
No environmental spills of any type occurred during construction.

4.

PROJECT COSTS

The 2006 construction project was administered by Nisga’a fisheries and costs are available
through them.

5.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Regular monitoring is essential to assess fish use of the completed structures and to ensure that
they remain stable and function as designed. As part of the monitoring program, photos of each
structure are included in this report and future monitoring should include photos from the same
vantage. Initial photos taken during the as-built surveys provide a base for assessing performance
and stability. Monitoring should follow the guidelines outlined in the WRP Fish Habitat
Restoration Project Monitoring Protocol (Interim). These guidelines suggest that the monitoring
frequency be once a year for the first three years and then every five years or after a major flood
with a return period in excess of 20 years.

6.

REFERENCES

Additional information on the overall assessment of the Nass River Stream Habitat Restoration
Project and the prescriptions prepared for the site can be found in the following reports:
Murray B.R. and Gaboury M. 2006. Evaluation of Restoration Works in the Lower Nass
Watershed and Development of Remediation and Additional Restoration Measures, 2005.
Unpublished report prepared by LGL Ltd. for Pacific Salmon Commission.
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TABLE 1: Summary of Constructed Works for Structures in 3C-1, Kwiniak River (2006)

Number Id.

Structure Type

Bank

Year

Type 1

No.

Diameter (m)

Length (m)

No. on Bank

B-axis (m)

No. in Water

B-axis (m)

A

DJ-5

right

2006

log

5

0.3 to 0.6

6 to 9

1

1.0

4

1.0 (3), 1.5

0+034

1

DJ-5

right

2006

log

5

0.25 to 0.4

6 to 9

-

-

4

1.0 (2), 1.5 (2)

0+047

B

DJ-5

right

2006

log

6

0.3

6 to 9

4

1.0 (3), 1.2

3

1.0, 1.2, 1.8

0+060

2

DJ-5

right

2006

6 to 9

2

1.0, 1.5

3

1.0 (2), 1.8

C

DJ-5

right

2006

1
6
1
5

0.25 to0.4

0+080

rootwad
log
rootwad
log

0.25 to 0.6

6 to 9

3

1.0 (2), 1.2

3

1.0, 0.8, 1.5

0+098

D

DJ-5

right

2006

log

1

0.4 to 0.5

6 to 9

3

1.0, 0.8, 1.2

2

1.0, 1.5

Distance (m)
0+012

Comments

Rock Anchors 2

Structural LWD

Added for cover between large boulders and bank
Added for cover between boulders and bank
Added for cover between boulders and bank
Added for cover in pool
Added for cover in pool between boulders and bank
Added for cover in pool between boulders and bank

TABLE 2: Summary of Constructed Works for Structures in Ksemamaith Creek (2006)

2006

0+294

3

DJ-5

left

2006

4

DJ-5

left

2006

0+331

rootwad
log
rootwad
log

2
10
2
9

0.3 to 0.8

6 to 9

4

0.1 (2), 1.2,
1.6

4

1.0 (2), 1.2, 1.8

0.25 to 0.8

6 to 9

1

1.0

7

0.3 to 0.8

6 to 9

2

1.3, 1.4

5

0.3 to 0.8

6 to 9

2

1.0, 1.2

5

1-Rootwad = rootplate with stem, Log = stem only, no roots
2 -Rock anchors not weighted, size estimate only; numbers in brackets included when multiple stones of that size were used

Comments

right

B-axis (m)

DJ-5

No. in Water

2

3
5
2
8

B-axis (m)

0+084

rootwad
log
rootwad
log

No. on Bank

2006

2

Length (m)

right

Rock Anchors

Diameter (m)

Year

DJ-5

No.

Bank

1

Type 1

Structure Type

0+062

Distance (m)

Number Id.

Structural LWD

Added for cover between large boulders and bank

1.0 (2), 1.2 (2), Added for cover between large boulders and bank
worked into existing cottonwood wind-fall
1.3, 1.6 (2)
1.0 (2), 1.2, 1.3, Added for cover in pool between boulders and bank
1.6
Added for cover between boulders and bank
1.0 (3), 1.3, 1.6

Figures

Photographs

Kwiniak
Sept. 12/06
As-Built

Looking upstream at Structure A which is located on the right bank of Tributary
3C-1, Kwiniak River.

Looking across at Structure A provides a good view of the boulders used for
ballast. Chainage from mouth is 012 meters.
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Kwiniak
Sept. 12/06
As-Built

Looking downstream at Structure A.

Looking upstream at Structure 1 which is located on the right bank of Tributary
3C-1, Kwiniak River.
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Kwiniak
Sept. 12/06
As-Built

Looking across at Structure 1provides a good view of the rootwad placed on
top. Chainage from mouth is 034 meters.

Looking downstream at Structure 1.
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Kwiniak
Sept. 12/06
As-Built

Looking upstream at Structure B which is located on the right bank of Tributary
3C-1, Kwiniak River.

Looking across at Structure B. Chainage from mouth is 047 meters.
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Kwiniak
Sept. 12/06
As-Built

Looking downstream at Structure B.

Looking upstream at Structure 2 which is located on the right bank of Tributary
3C-1, Kwiniak River.
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Kwiniak
Sept. 12/06
As-Built

Looking across at Structure 2. Chainage from mouth is 060 meters.

Looking downstream at Structure 2.
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Kwiniak
Sept. 12/06
As-Built

Looking upstream at Structure C which is located on the right bank of Tributary
3C-1, Kwiniak River.

Looking across at Structure C. Chainage from mouth is 080 meters.
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Kwiniak
Sept. 12/06
As-Built

Looking downstream at Structure C.

Looking upstream at Structure D which is located on the right bank of Tributary
3C-1, Kwiniak River.
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Kwiniak
Sept. 12/06
As-Built

Looking across at Structure D. Chainage from mouth is 098 meters.

Looking downstream at Structure D.
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Ksemamaith
Sept. 14/06
As-Built

Looking upstream at Structure 1 which is located on the right bank of Ksemamaith
Creek.

Looking across at Structure 1 provides a good view of the large rootwad used
for cover. Chainage from Highway Bridge is 062 meters.
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Ksemamaith
Sept. 14/06
As-Built

Looking downstream at Structure 1.

Looking upstream at Structure 2 provides a view of the pre-existing windfall.
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Ksemamaith
Sept. 14/06
As-Built

Looking across at Structure 2 which is located on the right bank Ksemamaith
Creek. Chainage from Highway Bridge is 084 meters.

Looking downstream at Structure 2 .
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Ksemamaith
Sept. 14/06
As-Built

Looking upstream at Structure 3 which is located on the left bank of Ksemamaith
Creek.

Looking across at Structure 3. Chainage from Highway Bridge is 294 meters.
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Ksemamaith
Sept. 14/06
As-Built

Looking downstream at Structure 3.

Looking upstream at Structure 4 provides a good view of the rootwads that
were used for cover.
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Ksemamaith
Sept. 14/06
As-Built

Looking across at Structure 4 which is located on the left bank of Ksemamaith
Creek. Chainage from Highway Bridge is 331 meters.

Looking downstream at Structure 4.
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Ansedagan
Sept. 14/06
Observations

Looking upstream at Struct1DS_Anse_95. Left bank is on the right portion of
the photo.

Looking upstream at Struct1DS_Anse_96 with the right bank on the left portion
of the photo provides a good view of the log-jam. Chainage from bridge on
access road is approximately 300 meters.
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Ansedagan
Sept. 14/06
Observations

Looking across at Struct3DS_Anse_98 which is located on the right bank of
Ansedagan Creek is the only dry structure found.

Looking across at Chanel_Anse_103 which is the suspected location of a
prescribed channel at 0+850 meters.
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